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The moving particle semi-implicit (MPS) method is a Lagrangian meshless method to simulate incompressible fluid flows.
Since its development, the MPS method has almost always been applied with a simple explicit Euler scheme, and the effect of
higher-order time-integration schemes on the accuracy of this method has not yet been examined in detail. In this paper, the
effect of higher-order time-integration schemes is investigated by considering a set of appropriate ocean engineering-related
benchmark tests. It will be shown that the accuracy of the MPS method is not noticeably sensitive to the applied time-
integration scheme. Hence, for further enhancement of the MPS method, especially for the simulation of the violent fluid
flows often encountered in ocean engineering, the main focus should be given to the accuracy, consistency and convergence
properties of differential operator models and an applied projection scheme.

INTRODUCTION

The moving particle semi-implicit (MPS) method was origi-
nally developed by Koshizuka and Oka (1996) as a Lagrangian
meshless method for the simulation of viscous incompressible
fluid flows. In general, particle methods, including the MPS
method, have a distinct advantage in reproducing the compli-
cated violent flows with free surface often encountered in offshore
and ocean engineering, due to their Lagrangian tracking scheme
without the advection term. However, particle methods, includ-
ing the MPS method, have an inevitable shortcoming regarding
unphysical pressure fluctuations that usually leads to computa-
tional inaccuracy.

A set of enhanced schemes for suppressing pressure fluctuations
was developed until now (Khayyer and Gotoh, 2008, 2009, 2010,
2011; Tsuruta et al., 2013; Wendland, 1995), so this method can
be reliably applied to ocean engineering applications. By applying
the enhanced schemes to particle-based simulations, various chal-
lenging engineering problems such as breaking waves (Khayyer
and Gotoh, 2008) or wave impact (Khayyer and Gotoh, 2009)
have been widely studied. However, up to now and to our best
knowledge, the effect of a time-integration scheme on the accu-
racy of the MPS method has not been studied rigorously and
comprehensively. On the other hand, a number of studies have
applied different time-integration schemes in the smoothed par-
ticle hydrodynamics (SPH) framework (Molteni and Colagrossi,
2009; Blanc and Pastor, 2012). This is because SPH has a sim-
ple explicit algorithm, whereas the MPS method is founded on
a semi-implicit solution process; thus, application of different
time-integration schemes would not be straightforward in com-
parison to explicit SPH. Jeong et al. (2013) applied the Runge–
Kutta scheme to the MPS method and obtained slightly improved
results. However, their study did not mainly target the effect of
time-integration schemes, and other higher-order time-integration
schemes that may be superior to the Runge–Kutta scheme in terms
of applicability or calculation time were not examined.
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This paper aims at investigating the effects of a few higher-
order time-integration schemes, namely, leapfrog, Adams–Bash-
forth, Runge–Kutta, and the trapezoidal rule (Kruggel-Emden
et al., 2008; Gotoh et al., 2013). The MPS method originally
adopts a first-order time-integration scheme, namely, the Euler
explicit scheme. These time-integration schemes are incorpo-
rated with the most developed MPS method, benefiting from five
enhanced schemes, referred to as MPS-HS-HL-ECS-GC-DS with
a Wendland kernel. Through consideration of a set of numeri-
cal tests, namely, standing wave simulation (Suzuki et al., 2007;
Wu and Eatock Taylor, 1994) and violent sloshing flow (Kishev
et al., 2006), it will be shown that time integration is not of prime
importance for the accuracy of the MPS method, provided that an
adequately fine time resolution is considered.

NUMERICAL METHOD

In this paper, four enhanced time-integration schemes are
examined: the trapezoidal rule, leapfrog, Adams–Bashforth, and
Runge–Kutta. To examine these effects, the most improved MPS
method, enhanced with higher-order source (HS) (Khayyer and
Gotoh, 2009); higher-order Laplacian (HL) (Khayyer and Gotoh,
2010); error-compensating source (ECS) and gradient correction
(GC) (Khayyer and Gotoh, 2011); dynamic stabilizer (DS) (Tsu-
ruta et al., 2013); and a Wendland kernel (Wendland, 1995),
referred to as MPS-HS-HL-ECS-GC-DS-Wend, is adopted. Here,
the standard MPS method and the enhanced MPS method are
introduced briefly.

Standard MPS Method

In the MPS method, the motions of particles are calculated
based on the following governing equations:
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where u is the particle velocity vector, t is time, � is fluid density,
p is particle pressure, g is the gravitational acceleration vector,
and � is dynamic viscosity. The governing equations above are
discretized by using differential operator models.


